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1 . W-infinity ?[1]
W-infinity “ ” $W_{\infty}$ “ ” $w_{\infty}$ ,
. .
W-infty algebras $\{\begin{array}{l}W_{\infty}(quantum’ version)w_{\infty}(classical’ version)othervariations\end{array}$
, 1 ( Laurent
)
$W_{\infty} \approx\{\lambda^{n}(\frac{\partial}{\partial\lambda})^{l}\}\approx\langle x^{l}(\frac{\partial}{\partial x})^{n}\}$
$W_{\infty}$ . 2 (
symbol’) Poisson
$w_{\infty} \approx\langle\lambda^{n}\mu^{\ell}\}\approx\langle\frac{\partial F}{\partial\lambda}\frac{\partial}{\partial\mu}-\frac{\partial F}{\partial\mu}\frac{\partial}{\partial\lambda}\rangle$
$\{\lambda, \mu\}=1$ , $F=F(\lambda, \mu)$ .
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$O$ ( , , )
$O2$ , 2 , black hole
$O$ Hall , Chern-Simons , 1
$O$ $2$ ,
$O$ . . .
4 . ,
W-infinity .




[4] . Virasoro spin 2’
, $W_{N}$ spin 3, $\ldots,$ $N$ ’ . Virasoro
Lie .
$W_{N}$ Hamilton [5] . $KdV$ Hamilton
( , ) Virasoro
. $KdV$ 2 Lax $N$ “
$KdV$ ” Hamilton (Gelfand-Dikii
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) , $W_{N}$ . Hamilton
$KdV$ $s1(N)$ .
$s1(N)$ Hamiltonian reduction .
, $W_{N}$ [61.
Bakas Bilal $W_{N}$ $Narrow\infty$
, ( $W_{\infty}$ , $w_{\infty}$
) 2 ( )
Lie $sdiff(\Sigma)$ , [7].
.
$\lim_{Narrow\infty}W_{N}\approx w_{\infty}\approx sdiff(\Sigma)$ .
, $sdiff(\Sigma)$ Poisson Poisson $(\Sigma)$
, ,
. , Lie ,
$W_{N}$ .
, ,





$u=u(z,\overline{z}, s),$ $s\in R$
$w_{\infty}$ , . Park [81 .
, Park Hamilton $s1(N)$ $Narrow\infty$
$w_{\infty}$ . Park Lie
$\lim_{Narrow\infty}sl(N)\approx w_{\infty}\approx sdiff(\Sigma)$
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. (Bakas Saveliev-Vershik “continuous Lie algebra” [9]
.)
$s1(N)$ $Narrow\infty$ $sdiff(\Sigma)$ ,
[101 , Yang-Mills (membrane)
[11]. Park 4 2 $s1(N)$
$Narrow\infty$ [12].
3 . $s1(N)$ $Narrow\infty$ W-infinity ?[13]
$NxN$ .
$g=(\begin{array}{lllll}1 \omega \omega^{2} \ddots \omega^{N-l}\end{array})$ , $h=(\begin{array}{lllll}0 1 0 1 \ddots \ddots 0 11 0\end{array})$ ,
$\omega=\exp(2\pi i/N)$ . 2 .
$hg=\omega gh$ , $g^{N}=h^{N}=1$ .




$s1(N)$ , $g$ ,
$T_{m}^{(N)}= \frac{iN}{4\pi M}\omega^{m_{1}m_{2}/2}g^{m_{1}}h^{m_{2}}$
. $m$ double index $m=(m_{1}, m_{2})$ , $M$
$Narrow\infty$ . $g,$ $h$










. 2 Poisson Poisson $(\Sigma)$ ,
$T^{2}=S^{1}xS^{1}$ Poisson
$T_{m}=e^{im\theta}=\exp i(m_{1}\theta_{1}+m_{1}\theta_{2})$
( $(\theta_{1},$ $\theta_{2})$ )
Poison . $R^{2}$ , $RxS^{1}$
. $w_{\infty}$ .
(ii) $M,$ $Narrow\infty$ . $M/Narrow\Lambda(\neq O1$ .
$[T_{m}, T_{n}]= \frac{1}{2\pi\Lambda}\sin(2\pi\Lambda mxn)T_{m+n}$
. $T_{m}^{(N)}$ , rescaling
$N$ .
, Lie . $\theta$
$T_{m}=\exp[im_{1}\theta+2\pi\Lambda m_{2}\partial_{\theta}]$










, ( $2\pi\Lambda$ ) . star product
(Weyl ordering” ( ) . [
$\frac{\partial^{2}}{\partial\theta_{1}\partial\theta_{2}’}-\frac{\partial^{2}}{\partial\theta_{2}\partial\theta_{1}’}$
“normal ordering” (anti-normal order-
$ing$’ .] $W_{\infty}$ .
(ii) $\Lambdaarrow 0$ (i) . $\hslash=4\pi\Lambda$ Planck
. $W_{\infty}$ $w_{\infty}$
.
4 . K $P$ W-infinity
K $P$ [14] W-infinity
( )
. .
$\bullet$ K $P$ :
$W_{\infty} \approx\{x^{\ell}(\hslash\frac{\partial}{\partial x})^{n}\rangle\approx\{\lambda^{n}(\hslash\frac{\partial}{\partial\lambda})^{\ell}\}$
$x$ , $\lambda$ , $n\in Z,\ell\geq 0$ .
$\bullet$ :
$W_{\infty} \approx\langle s^{l}e^{n\hslash\partial/\theta\iota}\}\approx\{\lambda^{n}(\hslash\lambda\frac{\partial}{\partial\lambda})^{\ell}\}$
$s$ \dagger , $\lambda$ $\log s$ , $n\in Z,$ $l\geq 0$ .
s- $T_{m}$ ( )
.
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$(\hslasharrow 0)$ Planck .
$\hslash=1$ . ,
.




. $-$ Lax Hamilton (Gelfand-Dickey )
[15]. ( ) [14].




K $P$ Planck ,
Planck . Lax
$\hslash\frac{\partial L}{\partial t_{n}}=[B_{n}, L]$ , $B_{n}=(L^{n})\geq 0$
. $($ $)_{\geq 0}$ $\partial^{n},$ $n\geq 0$ , 1
( ) . Lax
$L= \hslash\partial_{x}+\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}u_{n+1}(\hslash, t, x)(\hslash\partial_{x})^{-n}$ , $\partial_{x}=\partial/\partial x$
$\hslash\partial_{x}$ ,




$\frac{\partial \mathcal{L}}{\partial t_{n}}=\{\mathcal{B}_{n}, \mathcal{L}\}$ , $\mathcal{B}_{n}=(\mathcal{L}^{n})\geq 0$
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. Poisson
$\{A, B\}=\frac{\partial A}{\partial k}\frac{\partial B}{\partial x}-\frac{\partial A}{\partial x}\frac{\partial B}{\partial k}$
, $($ $)_{\geq 0}$ $k^{n},$ $n\geq 0$ , 1 ( )
. K $P$ Lax . K $P$
K $P$ [17]. Lax
$W_{\infty}$ ( ) $w_{\infty}$ (Poisson )
.
$KP$ , Baker-Akhiezer $\tau$
, $\hslasharrow 0$ .
$\Psi(\hslash, t, x, \lambda)=\exp[\hslash^{-1}S(t, x, \lambda)+O(\hslash^{0})]$ ,
$\tau(\hslash, t)=\exp[\hslash^{-2}F(t)+O(\hslash^{-1})]$ ,
$S(t, x, \lambda)=\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}t_{n}\lambda^{n}+x\lambda+\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}S_{n+1}(t, x)\lambda^{-n}$ ,
$S_{n+1}(t, x)=- \frac{1}{n}\frac{\partial F(t)}{\partial t_{n}}|_{t_{1}arrow t_{1}+x}$ .
Baker-Akhiezer WK $B$ . $\tau$ 2
.
, K $P$ 2
[18], .
$KP$ $F(t)$ .








( Einstein ) Monge-Amp\‘ere (
Plebanski )
$\frac{\partial^{2}\Omega}{\partial p\partial\hat{p}}\frac{\partial^{2}\Omega}{\partial q\partial\hat{q}}-\frac{\partial^{2}\Omega}{\partial p\partial\hat{q}}\frac{\partial^{2}\Omega}{\partial q\partial\hat{p}}=1$
$w_{\infty}$ . $(\hat{p},\hat{q})$
$\{A, B\}=\frac{\partial A}{\partial\hat{p}}\frac{\partial B}{\partial\hat{q}}-\frac{\partial A}{\partial\hat{q}}\frac{\partial B}{\partial\hat{p}}$
Poisson , Plebanski
$\{\frac{\partial\Omega}{\partial p}, \frac{\partial\Omega}{\partial q}\}=1$









[21] . Plebanski Poisson $\{$ , $\}$ Moyal
$\{$ , $\}$




[22] . Plebanski $KP$ dressing operator
$W=1+w_{1}\partial_{x^{-1}}+\ldots$ . ( 2
dressing operator $W,\hat{W}$ .) Moyal star product





[23]. K $P$ .




Arnold [24] . . , $sdiff(\Sigma)$ $s1(N)$
, ,
Zeitlin [25].
$\bullet$ Moyal K $P$ .
K $P$ . $NxN$
. $Narrow\infty$ Moyal
. , Moyal K $P$ .








$Oc<1(d<1)$ , – K $P$
“W-consraint” W-infinity [27].
Painleve (I, II ) \yen
[28].
$O$ , ,




$Oc=1$ $(d=2 )$ “ ” – W-infinity
[31].





[33]. , $\mathcal{L}w_{\infty}$ .
$\bullet$ Hall , Chern-Simons
Hall 2 .
1 ( 2 ) .











$O$ supersymmetric W-infinity ( ).
$O$ topological W-infinity (Witten ).
$OW_{\infty}^{N}$ . $W_{\infty}$ $s1(N)$ $g1(N)$ ,
$N$ K $P$ .
$OW_{\infty}^{\infty},$ $w_{\infty}^{\infty}$ . $W_{\infty}^{N}$ $Narrow\infty$ .
, $W_{\infty}^{\infty}$ Moyal K $P$ ,
$w_{\infty}^{\infty}$ .
$O$ $M$ Moyal Moyal $(M)$ Poisson
Poisson(M) . $W_{\infty}^{\infty},$ $w_{\infty}^{\infty}$ $\dim M=4$ .
hyper K\"ahler [20].
$O$ Lie sdiff(V), $\dim V=3$ . W-infinity
, ( )
[35] . $sdiff(M)$ Calabi-Yau
[36].
8.
W-infinity , K $P$ .






W-infinity K $P$ . Kac-Moody
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